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The thesis concentrates on connecting ABB’s medium voltage drive to iba AG’s data
acquisition system using available devices. The evaluation is done by comparing com
munication speeds, time stamp accuracy, amount of components needed, flexibility, and
compatibility between different solutions. The examination was carried out because
there is no existing connection between these systems.
This study also discusses the difficulties and limitations data sharing creates, from a
technical and ethical point of view. The study was made with the help of a real situation.
The case is based on the installation of ABB’s DriveMonitor software’s remote diagnostic
solution. Also customer expectations and needs for data acquisition systems are a part
of this study.
Results from connecting the electric drive to the data acquisition system show that
accurate digital data collection creates problems even today. In this study, an OPCbased solution was the best configuration that could be used between these devices.
Thus, the study also proves how difficult it is to connect a system that uses closed
protocol.
The discussion about data sharing shows that, when using global networks, especially
the Internet, security solutions are the most important things to be taken care of. The
discussion then moves to another level; who is responsible of the security and what
purposes can the shared data be used for. This study shows that nowadays people are
more aware of ethical questions and information is not shared easily.
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Diplomityön aiheena on ABB:n keskijännitekäytön ja iba AG:n tiedonkeruujärjestelmän liittäminen toisiinsa käytettävissä olevalla tekniikalla. Arviointi eri ratkaisujen so
pivuudesta tehdään vertailemalla yhteyden nopeutta, aikaleimojen tarkkuutta, komponenttimäärää, järjestelmän joustuvuutta ja yhteensopivuutta. Tutkimus on tehty, koska
näiden järjestelmien välillä ei ole olemassaolevaa yhteyttä.
Toisaalta tämä tutkimus sisältää pohdintaa hankaluuksista ja rajoituksista, joita tiedon
jakaminen saattaa aiheuttaa. Keskustelua on syntynyt niin teknisistä ratkaisuista kuin
eettisistä ongelmista. Näitä asioita on tutkittu tapaustutkimuksen avulla, jossa tarkas
telun kohteena on ABB:n DriveMonitor -ohjelmiston etäkäytön asennus. Tähän työhän
sisältyy myös asiakkaan odotuksia ja tarpeita tiedonkeruujärjestelmistä.
Testit osoittavat, että vielä nykyäänkin tarkka tiedonkeruu on ongelmallista digitaalista
tiedonsiirtoa käyttäen. Ainoa hyvin toimiva ratkaisu sähkökäytön ja tiedonkeruujärjestelmän välille oli OPC-pohjainen ratkaisu.
Tiedon jakamisen ongelmat keskittyvät pääosin tiedon siirron turvallisuuteen, kun käy
tetään yleisiä verkkoja kuten Internetiä. Kun tekniset ratkaisut ovat kohdallaan, keskus
telu siirtyy aiheisiin kuten kuka on vastuussa turvallisuudesta ja mitä annetulla tiedolla
on lupa tehdä. Tutkimus osoittaa, että nykyään ihmiset ovat valveutuneempia siitä,
minkälaista tietoa annetaan muille ja minkälaisiin tarkoituksiin.
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Abbreviations
ACS

Common brand name for ABB’s AC-voltage drives.

AMC

ABB’s Application and Motor Controller which is used throughout
the whole ACS product family.

ARU

Active Rectifier Unit

A/D

Analog-to-Digital (usually refers to a converter or conversion)

D/A

Digital-to-Analog (usually refers to a converter or conversion)

DCS

Distributed Control System

DDCS

Distributed Drive Communications System. ABB’s communication
protocol for its own drives.

DAQ

Data Acquisition

DAS

Data Acquisition System

EXU

Excitation Unit

ibaPDA

iba Process Data Acquisition, iba AG’s data acquisition software.

INU

Inverter Unit

LV-drive

Low Voltage drive

MV-drive

Medium Voltage drive

PLC

Programmable Logic Controller

Profibus-DP

Profibus for Decentralized Peripherals. A communication protocol
designed for fast data exchange at field level.

Vil

OPC

OPC is a series of standards specifications. Generally a standard that
specifies the communication between control devices from different
manufacturers.

OPC DA

OPC Data Access. Used to move real-time data from PLCs, DCSs,
and other control devices to HMIs and other display clients.

RTC

Real Time Clock

VNC

Virtual Network Computing. A remote control software which allows
the user to view and interact with one computer by another computer
anywhere on the Internet.

VPN

Virtual Private Network. A private communications network used to
communicate confidentially over a publicly accessible network (e.g.
Internet).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In the past few years’ data collection has become more and more important in the
development of an industrial process. It is much easier to see the bottlenecks of a
process if data is collected and analyzed carefully. This requires that there is enough
information and that the information is accurate. Another purpose for data acquisition
is maintenance. If some fault situation occurs, it is possible to trace the fault’s original
cause. These are the two main factors that companies expect from a data acquisition
system. (Pedraza 2006)
The technical development of data acquisition has been similar as the automation
system’s development. Fieldbus technology is today’s most used solution in automation
systems as well as data acquisition systems in modern factories. Information is not
collected directly from sensors anymore but from control-dedicated fieldbuses. The most
important benefit of this solution is that a data acquisition system can be connected to
an existing bus. Hence extra wiring is not needed.
While fieldbuses have certain advantages compared to direct sensor-based collecting,
there are also a few difficulties and problems that must be taken care of. First, the
compatibility of the fieldbus and the data acquisition system must be determined. If
the communication chain consists of multiple devices between the actual sensor and
the data acquisition system, their update rate and time stamp creation are the most
important things.

1
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Now, as information is in digital form and Internet-based applications are advanced,
sharing data is easier than ever. This makes it possible to share data remotely, for ex
ample, for remote diagnostic purposes and maintenance purposes. However, this causes
some ethical questions like who is responsible for the connection, for what purposes is
the data meant, and who will have access to the shared information.

1.1

Objectives

This study concentrates on two things: connecting a data acquisition system and data
sharing. The main purpose of the study is to examine the connection of electric drives
to modern data acquisition systems. The study considers the technical aspect as well
as the ethical aspect.
The technical perspective is examined with a case study. It consists of connecting an
electric drive to a data acquisition system from a different supplier. The purpose is to
find the best possible solution using existing devices.
This paper also investigates the difficulties and limitations that these systems cre
ate when stored information is shared with different participants. The connection is
established remotely from a supplier to the customer’s plant. This examination is done
mainly from an ethical point of view and a case study demonstrates a real situation.
Both case studies focus on medium voltage drives which are used in metal industry
applications such as rolling mills.

1.2

Structure

This thesis is divided into four main subjects. First, data acquisition systems are dis
cussed in general. Second, customer expectations concerning data acquisition systems
are discussed. Third, data sharing and its limitations are considered with a case study.
The last chapter describes a case study in which an electric drive is connected to a data
acquisition system.
The more detailed structure of this thesis is described next.
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Chapter 2
Chapter 2 introduces a data acquisition system’s purpose, structure and basic operation
principle. From a technical point of view, the focus is on the fieldbus-technology, but
a comparison is made with sensor-based systems. Ethical questions about data sharing
are introduced in this chapter as well. Finally, data characteristics are discussed; what
things must be considered when handling and transferring digital information.
Chapter 3
In chapter 3, common customer expectations and needs on data acquisition systems
are discussed. Expectations are considered in general, the but needs are collected from
interviews and discussions with ABB’s employees. The chapter also includes an intro
duction to DriveMonitor and its remote diagnostic feature, and in addition, the added
value for the customer and for the supplier are discussed.
Chapter 4
This chapter concentrates on the ethical issues that come with information collection
and data sharing. The limitations and restrictions that might come up are discussed.
There are also some technical considerations besides ethical questions. This chapter is
based on a case study that deals with the commissioning of DriveMonitor software’s
remote diagnostic feature.
Chapter 5
The final subject of this study is the connection of a medium voltage drive to a data
acquisition system. First, both systems are introduced and then potential solutions
for the communication are introduced. Their functionality is tested as well as their
performance and compatibility to the current concept of the company.
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Chapter 6
The final conclusions include a discussion of data sharing and how its ethical questions
affect remote diagnostic systems in the future. Also some final conclusions of connecting
a data acquisition system to the company’s current electric drive concept are made here.

Chapter 2

Data acquisition systems
In this chapter, data acquisition is introduced. The chapter consists of the basic con
cepts of sensor-based data acquisition (direct I/O-gathering of electrical signals), es
pecially the required devices and signal transformation will be demonstrated. Also
problems and difficulties are taken into consideration.
After basic data acquisition is familiar, the study concentrates on the fieldbus tech
nology which has become quite common in industrial process control. It also plays
an important role in the signal transmission of data acquisition, now and certainly in
the future. Fieldbuses have a number of advantages compared to basic I/O-based data
acquisition. Even though fieldbuses have advantages, they also create a few problems.
Those advantages and problems are discussed.
Finally, data acquisition systems, consisting of hardware and software, are introduced.
First, they are handled in general, but in this study the focus is on two different systems:
ABB’s DriveMonitor and iba AG’s measurement and diagnostics system which are
introduced in the later chapters.

2.1

What is data acquisition?

The term ”data acquisition” comes directly from the collection of information from
a system or process. To be more accurate, data acquisition is about transforming
physical phenomenas from the real world into electrical signals. They are measured and
5
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converted into a digital format for analysis and storing. The most common reasons for
gathering information are the desire for knowledge, research and developing purposes,
maintenance purposes, and monitoring and controlling intensions. (Ozkul 1996, Park
and Mackay 2003)
For the monitoring and controlling purposes, information is collected in real time
because the data is used in the same time frame. This is obviously called real time data
acquisition. In another situation, information is logged or stored for later use, such as
maintenance purposes and off-line analysis. (Datataker Pty Ltd 2006)
2.1.1

PC-based data acquisition

A basic PC-based data acquisition system includes four blocks; sensor, signal condi
tioner, data acquisition hardware, and computer (see Figure 2.1). The sensors detect
some physical variable, which is monitored or acquired, and convert it into an electrical
form. As the signal strength of the sensor might be a little weak, it must be strength
ened by a signal conditioner. The analog signal can be also weakened and it might
require some filtering if it is unsuitable for a data acquisition hardware. After these
steps, the signal can be transfered to the data acquisition card. The purpose of this card
is to convert an analog electrical signal to a digital form. Most cards also multiplex the
input signals so that only one converter is needed. Then, the PC can read and store the
desired data from the data acquisition card. (National Instruments 2006, Ozkul 1996)

Sensor

Signal conditioning

Data Acquisition Card

Figure 2.1: Parts of a typical data acquisition system. (Ozkul 1996)
Analog signal transmission with electrical signals creates some problems and limi
tations. When transmitting low level analog signals over wires, signal degradation is
possible. Noise is another basic problem in analog signal transmission (Omega Engi
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neering, Inc. 1998).
Besides problems with signal’s condition, a restriction that limits a system’s expansion
possibilities is more important to consider. With traditional point-to-point systems,
only one signal can be transfered with one cable. And without any kind of network, the
information that is to be acquired or monitored, is available only on one specific device.
Other devices and systems need their own instrumentation cables and so on. (Alegría
et al. 2003)
The current development of fieldbuses has almost eliminated these problems and
fieldbus technology is more common in automation systems. It has proven a good
solution for data acquisition systems as well. Separate information storing devices can
be attached directly to the existing fieldbus. Nowadays, the question is about choosing
the right fieldbus devices and communication cards rather than about choosing the
analog-to-digital converters and I/O-cards. Fieldbuses and their advantages compared
to direct data collection are discussed more carefully in section 2.2.
2.1.2 Software
Software is an essential part of data acquisition. When data acquisition consists of both
hardware and software, it is a called data acquisition system (the common abbreviation
is DAS). This section describes some common principles and functions of different kinds
of software packages.
Data acquisition also requires some kind of software for storing and handling the
collected data. In addition, some applications analyze the data and make decisions on
optimized control sequences. This study concentrates more on software that stores the
information and, in addition, gives a chance to examine the data later. Also, the remote
connections to the data-storing devices are introduced.
Different data acquisition systems are reasonably similar with one another, if one
considers only the hardware side. Today, only brands and features differ between every
model, but not between producers. The main difference between these systems is the
software. As Swarup and Uma Mahesh (2006) nicely formulated this: ”The software
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component can be considered the soul of the data acquisition system as it is the very
presence of software as the decision making entity in the system that makes the system
unique.”
Most data acquisition software packages store information continuously and, in most
of the cases, it is the main function. With these data can be monitored and some simple
analyzing operations done. Monitored and analyzed data can be on-line information
and it could also be historic data from media storage. In addition, some applications
can also do simple control tasks or transmit analyzed results to the controlling devices.
Iba AG’s developed data acquisition system is this kind of data acquisition system.
A more advanced function is recognition of faults and failures. The detection can
be based on previously defined events or automatic monitoring of the process’ status
descriptive variables. This feature is suitable for maintenance purposes as well as pre
ventive maintenance. It combines very well with data sharing and remote maintenance
capabilities. Hence, important events are stored and can be analyzed later with a re
mote connection. A good example of this function is ABB’s DriveMonitor software
which includes both the recognition of faults and a remote connection.
In sections (3.4 and 5.2) the main data acquisition systems of this study (ABB’s
DriveMonitor and iba’s system) are introduced. Their main purpose and special features
are also discussed.

2.2

Fieldbus technology

New technology offers new configuration possibilities. Fieldbus technology has made
fully-distributed automation systems possible and more available. Such systems are
obviously easier to configure.
2.2.1 Advantages
While data is transferred digitally over a network, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog
converters are not needed. Only analog sensors and actuators need A/D- and D/A-
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converters, but in higher levels of automation or in a data acquisition system they are
useless. In addition to the precision of numerical transmission, fieldbuses also have
other advantages. The main advantage is the flexible enlargement of a data acquisition
system. For instance, adding new devices (sensors, PLCs) to the existing bus is easy,
but of course the device has to support a fieldbus that is in use. (Zhu 2004)
In Figure 2.2 on the next page, these two systems are compared. In Figure 2.2b the
abbreviation DCS stands for distributed control system which demonstrates that the
data acquisition system (DAS) is a part of the automation system. As can be seen
from the figures, the expansion possibilities of the system are better in a fieldbus-based
system. Also the information, which has already been transformed to digital form, can
be used in every system. Thus, fieldbuses connect all the different systems together.
There is no need for creating a separate information route for the DAS because the
existing bus, which is dedicated to process controlling devices, can be used.
Fieldbus makes sharing the collected data as easy as could be if compared to the
direct sensor-based system. The components of the system will communicate better
with each other. Hence, information can be transferred throughout the network using
a communication bus. The limitation that one device can only handle one sensor no
longer exists. A single device can handle lots of sensors and send the acquired data
through fieldbus to the data-storing device. Therefore, more operating and mainte
nance information is available for statistical maintenance, predictive maintenance and
for proactive maintenance. (Swarup and Uma Mahesh 2006, Zhu 2004)
2.2.2

Difficulties

However, as information is now distributed to different systems, this may lead to other
problems. The synchronization of measurements is important to take care of in a
fieldbus-based data acquisition. The collected data is most likely unusable if it is not
synchronized and accurate. For example, the correct cause for some effect or fault
cannot be found if the dataset is unsynchronized. The real cause might appear before
the actual effect, which is not very informative or can even be misleading. Especially if
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Data Acquisition System

Fieldbus

I/O-card
A/D conversion

Multiplexing

Sensor

Sensor

Sensor

Process
(a) Traditional signal transferring.

Sensor

Actuator

Smart Sensor

Process
(b) Fieldbus based solution.

Figure 2.2: Comparison of the data acquisition systems. (Omega Engineering, Inc.
1998, Zhu 2004)
a variable number of different systems and protocols is used, synchronization becomes
a crucial point. This is because every system and protocol might have different transfer
rates, time constants and cycle times of tasks. Today, real-time clocks are used almost
in every system and device. In that situation, the synchronization of clocks by a master
clock might eliminate the problem, but even then synchronization is not guaranteed.
(Bezet and Cherfaoui 2005, Moosemiller and Weber 1998)
More problems are encountered if different devices from different manufacturers are
used. There is no absolute standard for fieldbuses and every manufacturer wants to
use their own bus type. Thus, manufacturers of data acquisition systems are in a
difficult situation. They must support a number of different fieldbuses to be competitive.
Obviously it is not possible to support all the types. Therefore, the problems affect
customers as well, if their acquisition system does not support the bus type of a new
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device. Therefore, substitute connections have to be developed and tested. Nowadays,
the situation is getting better. Only two main fieldbus standards are used by a large
number of devices; FOUNDATION Fieldbus and PROFIBUS (Curley 2005).
Common solutions for these compatibility issues are bus-adapters. The problem with
these adapters is that they usually have variable and speed limitations. Using some
common PC-based standard to transfer the information is also common. Today, PCbased solutions are probably the best alternative to adapters. OPC is a good example
of a working PC-based, commonly supported, standard (Leonard 2005). Even though
OPC is proved and tested technology it may lead to unwanted ”features”. It may cause a
decrease of transfer speed, it adds a bunch of breakable devices (PC) to a communication
chain, and it raises the price of configuration. In addition, all manufacturers do not fully
follow OPC’s specifications. That might cause some compatibility problems between
different suppliers’ clients and servers.
All the situations and problems mentioned above are taken into consideration in
chapter 5, where solutions for connecting ABB’s electric drive to iba’s data acquisition
system are examined.
2.2.3

Future directions

In the future, more modern acquisition systems will be developed. They will probably
use common networks, especially the Internet, and wireless networks. There is already
potential for using the Internet for maintenance purposes, for example ABB’s DriveMonitor’s remote diagnostic (which is introduced later). Internet-based technology and
wireless applications are the winners most likely. According to Merritt (2006), modern
data acquisition systems are connected through various networks, including the Inter
net, instead of direct PC-connection. Specific servers, for instance a web server and an
Internet connection, allow data to be viewed from anywhere in the world. Connections
can be used by anyone with proper access.
Furthermore, the role of the wireless system will be important in the future. A com
parison with wired systems shows great benefits such as lower installation costs, lower
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maintenance costs, easier troubleshooting, and a lack of breakable connectors. Wireless
technology has developed rapidly over the past few years and allows much more flexi
bility for the system. However, it also has a few disadvantages; security and reliability.
Security is also a problem with other network-based systems, but with wireless systems
the security questions are more serious and harder to deal with. Another crucial diffi
culty is power feeding to wireless devices because using cables is not very convenient.
There have been serious efforts to develop better batteries, but this does not solve the
problem entirely. Therefore, the use of kinetic energy and vibration have been examined
to generate the energy needed for wireless devices. (Ciardiello 2005, Willig et al. 2005)
Appearing problems
Worldwide access certainly creates new possibilities, but it also creates information
security issues if the connections are not handled properly. Local area networks have to
be secured with firewalls, secured connections must be used, and limited access rights
are necessary. There are also other technical questions about security, but these are not
the main points of focus for this study. The main question and problem is: who takes
responsibility for security? Is it the customer’s problem, or is the supplier of a remote
diagnostic or remote service responsible for securing the customer’s network?
As data is accessible to anyone with a proper access, more questions arise. Who will
get access and who will be the right people to use that access? What data is shared
for different groups. Especially with respect to the supplier’s maintenance people, do
they have unlimited access to a plant’s data acquisition system at any time? Or does
the customer want to control the access?
Questions even more fundamental to a customer are: how is the data collected and
for what purposes. All these questions are discussed in chapter 4 on page 26.
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2.3 Data characteristics
Other technical questions must also be discussed when using digital transmission of
information. Sampling rate, the required speed of data collection, time stamps, the
purpose of the information, and the sufficiency of data have to be considered.
Actually, a better term for ”sampling rate” in this thesis would be ”update interval”.
This is because, since A/D-conversions are not discussed here, all data is considered to
be in digital format already. Figure 2.3 demonstrates this situation better. The first
devices are from where the data is collected (they have already made necessary A/Dconversions). The second device is some data acquisition system’s distributed collection
module, and the last device is a PC that collects and stores the data. Their update
intervals are considered different, as the figure shows.
Device #1
Update interval 1 ms

Device #2

Distributed collection module

Update interval 5 ms

Update interval 10 ms

Update interval 10 ms

Figure 2.3: Transfer of digital signals through a distributed collection module.
As this situation is examined more carefully, some problems can be seen with respect
to Figure 2.4 on page 15. In this figure the time markers are set like this:
- t\\ device writes a new value to the bus,
- Í2- collection module reads the value from the bus,
- Q: DAS reads the value from the collection module.
Time difference between t\ and Q is thus 10 ms (taken directly from the charts). In
this situation, if DAS makes the time stamps of the collected data, it is 10 ms off.
This example also shows that extra communication modules increase the error of the
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time stamps. Correct time stamps are hard to get, but one solution is to use the
stamp generated by the first device and transmit it to the data acquisition system.
However, this arrangement requires that every device have their clocks synchronized
by a master clock. In these cases, where multiple systems are bound together, the
time stamp accuracy is an issue which requires specialized concepts. In addition to
clock synchronization, the time stamps could be synchronized by calculating the time
difference between different systems and a common clock. (Bezet and Cherfaoui 2005,
Loschmidt et al. 2005)
Charts also give a good example of the real speed of data collection; the slowest
component determines the system’s real speed. Even if DAS’s update interval is 1 ms,
the real update rate is 10 ms, which is the collection module’s update interval.
The required speed and the time stamps’ accuracy are the most important factors
of data acquisition system. The synchronization of data was already discussed in sec
tion 2.2.2. The issue concerning the speed of data acquisition depends on the plant’s
process. The main questions are: how fast the state of a process changes and how
the collected data is used. It is quite pointless to collect information faster than the
physical value could change in the process. For example, since temperature changes
in solid materials can be relatively slow, time constants could be measured in seconds.
Therefore, storing information any faster than that, for instance every 10 ms, offers no
additional information or value.
In addition, the amount of data collected depends on speed, the number of collected
variables, and how old data can be deleted. Let’s assume that the update rate for every
variable is 10 ms, the number of variables is 100 and they are stored up to two weeks
(14 days). The variable is considered a 32-bit float so it takes 4 bytes. With these
values the amount of data that is stored in a specified time window is:
100 • 4 В
—--------14 • 24 • 60 • 60 s ss 5 GB.
10 ms
And if the time stamp also takes 32-bit float for every variable, the amount doubles.
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Figure 2.4: Demonstration of the problems in synchronization that might come up in
the situation of Figure 2.3. The uppermost chart represents the device’s update interval,
which is 5 ms. The middle chart is the collection module’s chart and its update interval
is 10 ms as well as DAS’s update interval (lowermost chart).
Hence in two weeks with 100 variables and with a 10 ms update rate, the data storage
that is required is about 10 GB. These days, storage is relatively inexpensive and, with
this amount of variables, the required capacity is only 250 GB for one year. Thus,
storage is not a problem anymore. Furthermore, some form of compression can be used
to save space if needed. Notice that calculations are done with Si-prefixes and not with
the prefixes for binary multiples (IEC 1999).

Chapter 3

Customer expectations and needs
In this chapter, customer expectations of a data acquisition system and data sharing
are examined. What is customer’s perceived value and what kinds of properties is
the customer interested in. Furthermore, ABB’s electrical drive and customer support
system DriveMonitor is introduced. One specific aspect to consider is what benefits can
DriveMonitor offer to the customer and the supplier.
Opinions on the matter were collected through interviews and discussions with ABB’s
employees in the department where this study was made (MV-drives ODP).

3.1

Customer expectations

What are a customer expectations when ordering a data acquisition system? For what
purposes does a customer need a data acquisition system? What does a customer expect
when data sharing is arranged for remote diagnostic purposes?
These questions might arise when offering a data acquisition system to a customer.
More questions arise when a supplier wants to attach this data acquisition system
to their own system remotely. Expectations may vary between different customers.
Some customers might not even have a clue of what to expect and others might have
great expectations. This section describes some common expectations that must be
considered and suggests answers for them.
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There are also some basic expectations that customer who do not have any knowledge
of a data acquisition system or its purpose, have. These customers usually expect
information to be collected and stored as fast as possible so that every change is detected.
In addition, they often expect all available information to be stored. Furthermore, they
might not realize that the speed of data collection does not depend only on the data
acquisition system’s speed, but also on the devices that are attached to it. These are
basic expectations that, in some situations, are not actually realistic but reflect a lack of
knowledge. Therefore, in this situation basics of data collection must be explained; it is
important to collect only the required data (the evaluation is not easy, but by dividing
data to smaller natural groups, it can be done) and the speed of data collection can
be proportioned to the time constants of a process. In the other words, only necessary
information is collected using a sufficient update rate.
After these misconceptions are dealt with, realistic expectations can be discussed.
These are questions that relate to the purposes that a data acquisition system is being
obtained for. The relevant purposes are mainly: general knowledge purposes, analysis
purposes for optimizing the process, preventive or proactive maintenance, analysis pur
poses for on-site engineers (e.g. fault situations), and remote diagnostic purposes for
off-site engineers (e.g. support line). When the purpose of the data acquisition system
is known, the supplier can offer the right product for the customer. Alternatively, the
supplier can create a need for the customer (in other words, introduce the benefits the
customer can gain) and then sell their product that is designed to fulfill this need.

3.2

Customer needs

After the customer’s own expectations have been studied, it is time to consider what
they really need from a remote diagnostic system and data sharing.
As this chapter concentrates on DriveMonitor, expectations for remote diagnostic
system and data sharing are examined in more detail. One important thing for the
customer seems to be the full-time support that is provided by a remote diagnostic
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system. Because data can be accessed and analyzed from any location, immediate help
is possible. Fault or failure situations can now be solved from anywhere and off-site
engineers can report results to the plant. The results can also include instructions for
fixing the problem or give the follow-ups.
This is the most important feature that distant customers need. Support is given
right away and the customer does not have to wait for an expert to arrive. This is
achieved with the help of DriveMonitor, but it also requires a specialized support team
that can answer the phone and make the analysis. The standby-state must be active
all the time because the customer might be on the other side of the world and call any
time. The idea is that the customer has to do nothing but call the support line to
explain that something is wrong with their drives. The expert then creates the remote
connection to the customer’s plant and analyzes the problem. These things together
make the service workable.
The customer might also need some sort of an automatic fault or failure detection
system for the drives. This helps in discovering the problems more easily. They might
also need for these detected faults to be sent to the supplier’s support service automat
ically. In that case, the customer does not even have to call the support line. From the
customer’s perspective, this might be helpful. However, from the supplier’s perspective,
there would probably be more unnecessary analyzes than real fault situations. These
minor situations may take too many working hours and there is not enough time for
the real problems.

3.3

Drive definition

In order to understand DriveMonitor, a short definition of an electric drive is given
here. In some contexts, an electric drive is thought of as a frequency converter, but in
this thesis an electric drive consists of supply transformers, a frequency converter and
motors. The following sections demonstrate basic elements of low voltage and medium
voltage ABB-drives.
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Low voltage

The most advanced configuration in low voltage drives is a multidrive. It is based on a
single supply unit, a common DC-bus and several inverter units. Figure 3.1 shows this
configuration in which only one supply transformer and rectifier is used and a common
DC-bus is used for three inverter units. The supply line is considered as a three-phase
line with cables that feed the motors. (ABB 20066)

Rectifier

Inverter

Inverter

Inverter

Figure 3.1: Low voltage multidrive example. The dotted area demonstrates the fre
quency converter part of a drive.
The rectifier can be implemented as a non-controllable diode bridge as well as a
controllable thyristor or IGBT bridge. Rectified voltage is supplied to multiple inverter
units which feed the motors.
3.3.2

Medium voltage

The principle of a medium voltage drive is quite similar to a low voltage multidrive.
Figure 3.2 on the following page demonstrates the basic drive elements which include
transformers, a frequency converter and main motors. In this example, the frequency
converter (ACS 6000) consists of one active rectifier unit (ARU), three inverter units
(INU) and one excitation unit (EXU). The operation of ACS 6000 is that the ARU
rectifies AC-line voltage and charges DC-link capacitors. Then, it is inverted back to
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AC motor voltage by the INU and supplied to the motors. The EXU supplies the rotor
winding of a synchronous motor. (ABB 2002)
Main power supply

Excitation supply

ACS 6000

Main motors
Figure 3.2: Simplified example of a medium voltage drive. (ABB 2002)

3.3.3 Metal applications
Figure 3.3 on the next page shows an example of hot rolling and the roller tables on
which the drives are used. Medium voltage drives are used to spin the work rolls, and
low voltage drives are used with the roller tables. As the name suggests, hot rolling is
done to a hot metal piece. With this it is possible to achieve a huge plastic reformation.
This requires very high torques and overloads from the motors. (ABB 2006a)
Another important metal industry application is cold rolling where the final shaping
is done. This includes final length, dimensional tolerance, surface quality and ten
sile properties. At this stage, the main work rolls are also driven by medium voltage
drives and other smaller rolls, while the as table rolls are driven by low voltage drives.
(Metallinjalostajat ry 2003)
In sum, medium voltage drives are used in the main stands and low voltage drives
are designed for other surrounding devices. These include roller tables, coders, fans,
and pumps.
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Main stand
Work rolls

0000
Roller table
Figure 3.3: Example of hot rolling and roller tables.

3.4

ABB’s DriveMonitor

DriveMonitor consists of a hardware module inside the drive and a software layer.
The software is a customer support system, developed especially for medium voltage
drive systems. This software allows monitoring of the performance of medium voltage
drives, and collection and storage of the drive’s data. The basic functioning principle
is that DriveMonitor observes the drive’s status and responds when changes occur.
These changes can be, for instance, unexpected drive stoppages, alarms, or user defined
happenings. Data of these events is stored in the PC’s hard drive. (Wnek et al. 2006)
DriveMonitor runs on a separate PC that is attached to a drive (or multiple drives).
The connection used is ABB’s own communication bus called DDCS, which uses optical
fibers. If multiple drives are monitored by one PC, a specified branching unit is required.
The branching unit (also called an optical distributor) multiplexes data from the drives,
and data from several drives can be read and written. This is called a star-topology
and it is a normal practice in multidrive configurations. Another possible topology is a
ring. These two topologies are demonstrated in Figure 3.4. If only one drive is in use,
it can be connected directly to a PC (point-to-point). (ABB 2006c)
Variables that are obtained through DDCS from the drive are accessible through
the PC’s OPC server (ABB’s DriveOPC). In fact, local DriveMonitor software also
communicates with this OPC server, not directly with a drive.
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Branching Unit

Drive 1

Drive 2
(a) Star-topology.

Drive 3

Drive 1

Drive 2

Drive 3

(b) Ring-topology.

Figure 3.4: Example of different DDCS-topologies. (ABB 2006c)
3.4.1 Remote diagnostic
The main advantage of DriveMonitor is its remote diagnostic feature. This feature
makes it possible to connect to a plant’s DriveMonitor PC from anywhere in the world.
The primary function of this feature is to allow off-site experts to analyze the condition
of drives or current fault situations from anywhere. Thus, they can guide the factory’s
maintenance engineers, which reduces on-site work of experts. (Wnek et al. 2006)
DriveMonitor’s remote connection is established through a secure Virtual Private
Network (VPN) to a plant’s PC (see Figure 3.5 on the following page). The VPN is
used simply to create a tunnel for Virtual Network Computing (VNC). This is used to
control the plant’s PC and to access all acquired data. According to AT&T Laborato
ries Cambridge (2007), VNC is a desktop sharing system. It uses special protocol to
control another computer remotely. Its basic function is to transmit keyboard strokes
and mouse clicks from a local computer to a remote computer over a network. The
remote computer sends updated screen information back to the local computer. In this
situation, the network used is the Internet, but it is secured by VPN. In this way, full
control of the plant’s PC and DriveMonitor software is established.
VNC connection is used because the plant’s DriveMonitor PC stores specified signals
when the events discussed before occurs. Using VNC data, the is ”accessible” directly on
a remote PC. The user actually controls the plant’s PC and its DriveMonitor software.
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No other information, except screen, keyboard, and mouse information, needs to be
transferred in the other direction. However, it is still possible to copy and transfer stored
data to the local PC using the same VPN tunnel. Thus, the data can be processed and
analyzed locally, not on the plant’s PC.
DriveMonitor Unit
Internet

Router

Industrial PC
Ethernet
TCP/IP

Client PC

DDCS

ACS drives

Figure 3.5: DriveMonitor’s remote connection.
As mentioned before (in section 2.2), the security of data sharing creates problems. In
this application, security issues are solved with popular technology. Even though VPN
and VNC are confirmed technologies, customers might still have doubts about their
security and their own opinions on how the connection has to be established. Questions
about firewalls, connection methods, and user access are still on the table.
This is sufficient reason to consider these questions more thoroughly. In chapter 4
on page 26, DriveMonitor’s usage and configuration problems are used as the basis of
a consideration of these limitations and difficulties.
3.4.2

Benefits for the customer

What benefits can DriveMonitor’s remote diagnostic feature offer to the customer?
A remote connection to a plant’s PC helps the technical support to analyze data re
motely and, therefore, there is no need to go to the site. Thus, problem solving will be
faster. This is always a problem when factories are located in distant countries. Now
the problem can be solved directly with this remote diagnostic tool, which saves time
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considerably.
In addition to faster problem solving, another important benefit is that no expert
is necessarily needed at the site. The plant’s local maintenance person could do the
required modifications and repairs with the help of a remote expert (e.g. by phone or
by email). This means fewer costs for the customer if ”expert at the site” -service is
chargeable or warranty has expired, and faster problem solving reduces losses of the
production. However, it should be remembered that the situation is not always like
that. In some situations, the customer may demand that there must be an expert at
the site. This can depend on several things, such as the lack of confidence of local
maintenance people or the fact that warranty is still valid.
Furthermore, DriveMonitor’s automatic fault and failure detection system makes it
even more valuable for customers. As mentioned before there can be predefined events
that launch data storing. With the information that these warnings offer, some pre
ventive maintenance can be done. However, this requires the predefined events to be
carefully selected and defined.
3.4.3 Benefits for the supplier
Another aspect to consider is what benefits this feature of DriveMonitor has for the
supplier. The first thing is same as for the customer, remote diagnostic ensures that
there is no absolute necessity to send an expert to the site when something has to be
analyzed or fixed. Therefore, expenses are lower in situations where remote connection
can be used to handle the problem.
If the remote connection can always be established, data can be monitored even if
there is no fault situation. This normal operation data offers useful data for general
analysis purposes. With the online data, the supplier can monitor how the drives in
the factory are used. Are they already driven at maximum capacity or is there room
for some optimizing. This information might help to dimension the drives more finely
for the next project. There is also a possibility to learn, for example, what the plant’s
driving profile of the rolling mills is.
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The latter issue raises some ethical questions which are discussed in more detail in
the case study in chapter 4.

Chapter 4

Case study: Remote data sharing
limitations
In this chapter, remote data sharing and the usage of this data are discussed. A case
study reveals some of the difficulties that may come up in sharing data remotely. These
difficulties are discussed from a technical aspect as well as an ethical aspect.
The technical aspects relate to the technology used and how well it suits the current
situation. What kinds of things should be taken care of when selecting the appropriate
technology for the application. When selecting the right approach, it is also good to
think about the kinds of problems and difficulties the chosen solution might create.
The ethical aspects are more difficult to consider. They might vary simply from
different opinions about security to more complex political differences between different
countries. For example, considering security issues, there might arise more questions
about responsibility, information ownership and so on.
The structure of this chapter is simple. First, some common difficulties that might
occur are described. Some parts of the attitudes toward data sharing are collected with
the help of Stone and Condron (2002). The technical and ethical aspects are handled
separately. After this, the case study is introduced and discussed in light of the kinds
of problems that were encountered.
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Technical aspect

Technical limitations are common between different systems and remote connections
create even more. The first thing to consider is the security of transferring sensitive
information. Today, remote connections can be established through common networks,
the Internet to be more precise. While the Internet is available for everyone, it is
important to secure the connections between different systems. This means that trans
mission must be encrypted because of the possibility of intercepting to this data while
it is being transferred through the network. Other important thing is to secure both
ends with firewalls and proper authentication methods. Luckily, Internet-technology is
highly advanced and this kind of an arrangement is easy, even with free open-source
solutions.
After deciding on the kind of connection to be used, it must be decided what kind of
data, and how much data is going to be transferred. Nowadays, communication speeds
are rather fast and even huge amounts of data can be transferred easily, but there are
also limits. It is also good to think about the format the data is stored in. Some
formats (binary, compressed) spare available space and reduce transferring times. But
the weakness of these formats is that they are usually closed and can only be read with
dedicated programs. Hence, before the data is accessible for any program, they must
usually be converted to text-format, which uses much more space and increases transfer
times.

4.2

Ethical aspect

The ethical aspects also mainly concentrates on security. However, the question is no
longer about the kind of transfer method it is appropriate to use. In this situation
questions are taken to the next level. For example, who will be responsible for lost
or leaked information, if security systems have been bypassed. What if the remote
diagnostic system allows access to a plant’s local network even to people without proper
access rights.
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Another question concerns users who have proper access to the plant’s network and
a contract with the customer to analyze data in maintenance and fault situations. In
this situation, if the connection is available all the time, is it right to monitor and store
data, even if there are no problems at the site. The willingness to share data might
vary between different customers. They might be also concerned about the purposes
the data is collected for. They might also wonder how they benefit from this kind of
data collection when the data is collected by the supplier. The first reaction might be
that the supplier is taking advantage of the customer’s factory.
A larger issue is based on the relations between different countries: countries have cul
tural, social and religious differences. Different legislation also affects attitudes towards
data sharing. On one hand, in western countries, where new technology is accepted
quite quickly, it is easy to offer new kinds of solutions such as remote diagnostic. On
the other hand, in eastern countries, the cultural differences might be so great that
there is not necessarily enough trust in western suppliers and their intensions.

4.3 Case introduction
The purpose of this case study was to inspect the problems and difficulties in commis
sioning DriveMonitor. The installation was done in a steel factory in China and the
remote connection was intented to be used from Finland. The installation was done at
the end of 2006.
ABB’s DriveMonitor software is a rather new product and the case introduced here
was the first pilot in multidrive configuration with medium voltage drives. During the
project, three separate DriveMonitor PCs were installed, one for each drive. After this,
the purpose was to connect these computers to the same ADSL-modem that also acts as
a firewall and a VPN-router. Fixed-IP was also a requirement for this ADSL-connection.
Because this was a pilot project, the installation and proper devices were free of charge
for the customer. The delivery was made at the same time as ABB’s main drives were
commissioned. The intention was to prove to the customer that the connection works, in
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order to make a remote maintenance contract with them. The contract was mentioned
to offer the customer a 24/7 support line. The remote connection would have been a
real help for our support team in solving the customer’s drive-related problems.
In addition, there was a plan to collect some information on normal situations through
the connection. This would have been easy because the VNC remote desktop offers the
same usability as being at the site with a local computer. There was also a possibility
of recording all the data available on our drives and analyzing them.

4.4 Progress of the project
This section describes problems and difficulties encountered in the project. What were
the solutions for these difficulties and was common ground found for the problems.
Also, the current status of the project is described.
The installation started with the required devices being sent to the site. The package
included a PC with the software already installed and configured. In the original agree
ment, it was confirmed that the customer would make sure there is a specified Internet
connection available and an ADSL modem that matches our concept’s definitions. In
the later meetings, no modifications for the connection were suggested or asked. The
discussion had been based on the direct connection. After the official meetings were
over, the customer wanted to change this direct connection solution. They demanded to
redirect the connection through their current firewalls and also through the mechanics
supplier’s remote connection. Their only explanation for this arrangement was safety
reasons because they do not accept direct connections via modem.
Hence, work with the redirected connection was begun, although there were attempts
to convince the customer that our connection is secure and will work, ow, the customer
had to configure their own system (firewalls, routers) to accept our VPN-connection.
The process took a long time, while they wondered how it would work. The mechanics
supplier had to do the same things to their remote connection; they had to establish
a VPN pass through to their firewalls as well. After these changes were made by the
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customer, ABB’s own DriveMonitor PC had been left without any kind of firewall. For
this reason, there is unlimited access to the computer from the plant’s network and vice
versa.
Therefore, when ABB wants to connect to their data acquisition system, they have
to use the mechanics supplier’s remote connection. It is so strict that it requires an
exact version of the program or the connection can not be established.
Other minor problems also occurred during commissioning, such as disturbance sen
sitivity of Ethernet-cables and slowness in the installation procedure. The original
Ethernet-cables had to be replaced with cables that had a stronger shielding on them.
Yet, the connection was still quite instable. The slowness of the installation was mainly
a consequence of the fact that original the connection method was rejected and the
configuration of the new solution took so long.
Today, as this part of the thesis is being written (March 2007), tests with the remote
connection from Finland to China have been mostly unsuccessful. It is not known where
the problem is or if there even is a problem at all. It could be the mechanics supplier’s
remote connection or the customer’s network and firewall configuration. ABB cannot
do anything to solve this problem while all the settings are controlled by someone else.

4.5 Discussion
The first problem that appeared was that the customer did not approve the proposed
connection. It is quite strange to reject this kind of dedicated connection that can only
be used from a certain location through a secured VPN with proper access rights. The
solution also includes a firewall that can be configured to block other connections. The
customer said that direct connection via modem cannot be accepted because of security
reasons. This is understandable if they meant that separate connections should not
be allowed. One reasonable explanation for redirecting this connection through their
servers is that the customer wanted more control over the connection and, particularly,
when it can be used. Redirecting the connection also makes it possible to monitor traffic
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to the DriveMonitor PC.
After this, more difficulties were encountered because another route for the connection
had to be configured. Because the customer had to change their firewall settings and
also the mechanics supplier had to change theirs, responsibility for the connection’s
security became theirs. Security is no longer ABB’s responsibility because a previously
designed, extremely safe connection was rejected by the customer. If the original design
had been approved, the responsibility would have been ABB’s.
Redirecting the connection like this shows that specialized solutions take a lot of time
to compare to out-of-box installations. In this case, the installation took 3 weeks, but
with the original plan, the installation would have taken only 3 days. This makes as
big difference because two of ABB’s workers had to stay at the site to supervise the
installation.

4.6 Conclusions
This case study showed that the security of remote connections is the most important
and difficult thing to consider. Even if the supplier has their own designs and configura
tions, the customer has the final say in how things are done. This makes the installation
time longer because dedicated solutions have to be planned. Another important point
is that, when planning modifications directly to the customer’s system, it is not always
clear who takes responsibility for security. This is why the dedicated connections are
more easily configured while the supplier remains responsible for security.
The project also revealed that the availability of the remote connection is not certain.
The customer might want to restrict connections and permit them only when they
consider it necessary. By taking this action, they can control the information that is
fetched from their system.
In sum, the security of a connection must always be discussed properly before instal
lation and the connection’s purpose must be explained clearly in the contract.

Chapter 5

Case study: Connecting iba
One part of this study examines connecting ABB’s electric drives to iba’s data acquisi
tion system. The focus is on the frequency converter and the auxiliary device controller.
First, possibilities for ACS 6000 direct connections to iba are described. Second, con
nections from auxiliary device controller (AC 800M) are determined.

Third, other

possibilities for a using separate PC are examined.
Finally, these connection possibilities are evaluated and compared with each other.
Different situations and possible configurations are also considered. It is probable that
different solutions work better in some situations than others.
The evaluation is a pretty complicated operation because the characteristics of each
solution have to be considered and then compared. Some important things to consider
are communication speed and time stamp accuracy, amount of components required,
configuration capabilities, planning hours per project, and price. The last issue is to
evaluate how the inspected solution fits in with the department’s concept. After all,
this might be a crucial point.
Even though the study was done with a medium voltage drive, the results can also be
applied to low voltage ABB-drives such as ACS 800. Their communication capabilities
are quite similar to MV-drives’.
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Drive communication system

The goal of the project described here was to connect drive system to iba’s data ac
quisition system. The drive system includes a main frequency converter that drives the
main motors and a PLC (AC 800M) that controls the auxiliary devices of the main
motors.
The frequency converter (ACS 6000) can include multiple communication cards: one
each for every active rectifier unit (ARU), inverter unit (INU), and all the other main
parts of the converter. The converter’s common configuration and parts are introduced
in section 3.3.
AC 800M receives control and status messages from ACS 6000 and controls auxiliary
devices. These devices are the main motor’s lubrication pumps, jack-up pumps and fans.
When the starting sequence of main motor starts, AC 800M receives a start command
and turns on the auxiliary devices. The controller also monitors various temperatures
(e.g. bearing, transformer’s windings), oil levels and pressures. It has the authority to
stop the main motor if some of these conditions are not within a specified range.
The communication between these devices is introduced in the next section.
5.1.1

Communication configuration

The basic communication configuration between a main drive and other systems in the
project can be seen in Figure 5.1 on the following page. ACS 6000 is connected to
AC 800M with an optical fiber. The communication protocol between these devices is
DDCS. If more than one communication card is attached, a dedicated branching unit
(NDBU-95) is needed, as was demonstrated by Figure 3.4a on page 22.
ACS 6000 is also attached to the plant’s automation system (commonly called Level 1).
In this connection, DDCS is converted to Profibus DP. In this situation, multiple
ACS 6000s does not require a branching unit, but every device needs its own DDCS-toProfibus converter. Then, these are connected to the same bus on the Profibus-side (or
a different bus depending on the configuration requirements). Level 1 is also connected
to AC 800M via Profibus DP.
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Level 1
Profibus
DDCS-toProfibus

DDCS-toProfibus

INU 1

INU 2

AMC

AMC

ACS 6000
AC 800M
Control of
auxiliary devices

NDBU-95

Figure 5.1: Example of communication configuration.

5.2 iba’s measurement and diagnostics system
The manufacturer of the data acquisition hardware and software, iba AG’s system,
is PC-based. It is a world-wide market leader in large-scale process data acquisition
systems, especially in metal industry. Iba supports both, traditional sensor per each
component (which includes sensor, A/D-converter and I/O-card for the PC) and fieldbus solution (information is ”downloaded” directly from the fieldbus) methods. Their
system is based on direct data acquisition PC-cards and separate modules that include
both fieldbus and analog signal gathering. Figure 5.2 on the following page shows this
configuration. The uppermost three wires are connected directly to the PC’s I/O-card
and the three wires below them are connected through a separate collection module to
the PC. The connection between the module and the PC is iba’s own bus that uses an
optical fiber, (iba AG 2006)
Fieldbus connections can be established in a was similar to I/O-connections. The
bus can be attached directly to the PC’s fieldbus card or through a separate fieldbus
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module that is also connected to the PC with iba’s bus.
At the core of iba’s products is the main software, ibaPDA (iba Process Data Ac
quisition). It can gather the controllers’ data via a bus connection or directly from the
sensors. In basic configurations, the PLC must be preprogrammed for the connection.
Thus, it will always receive the same variables.

Analog signals

I/Ocollection
Fieldbuses

ibaPDA

Fieldbus
module

Figure 5.2: Example I/O- and fieldbus-collection configuration of iba.
Because of iba’s world-wide market leadership, this study concentrates on connecting
ABB’s drives to iba system. As the study concentrates on the metal industry, it includes
medium voltage drives and also low voltage drives. Usually frequency controllers of
these drives are ACS 6000 for medium voltage and ACS 800 for low voltage. In the
following section supported protocols of both iba’s and ABB’s devices are introduced.
Their specifications and limitations are also explained there.
5.2.1

Protocols

In addition to numerous different I/O-data collection modules and PC-cards, iba sup
ports the few fieldbus connections. The most important ones are the DDCS bus monitor
for ABB’s drives and the Profibus monitor for Profibus-DP fieldbus. These two fieldbus connections are sufficient for the study. In addition, iba supports communication
between multiple OPC-servers. This feature makes it possible to communicate with
different devices.
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ibaDDCSM - Bus monitor for ABB DDCS
The specification of ibaDDCSM says that it supports eight variables (plus eight digital
inputs) per drive. It can be connected to the bus as a regular ABB drive. In addition,
one module can handle eight drives in the same bus. (iba 2006) Based on this informa
tion, it seems the easiest way to connect ABB’s drive to iba’s data acquisition system.
Although iba’s documentations and manuals do not give enough information about con
necting or configuring this device properly, it is still an interesting choice. IbaDDCSM’s
strengths are that it has a direct connection to the drive, it is quite inexpensive, and it
has a simple interface with the drive.
Profibus DP interface
The Profibus DP interface enables data collection from the Profibus DP fieldbus. This
iba module supports 64 analog and 64 digital signals. In other words, it supports 64
variables and 64 bit information variables. It also merges nicely to the existing bus
because it is a standard Profibus DP slave, (iba AG 2006)
The amount of variables is quite enough for one or two devices in the bus. If more
devices have to be monitored, there are not enough variables. The solution for this is
also simple: more iba’s Profibus monitors are added to the bus to increase the amount
of variables.
The Profibus DP interface can be used, for example, in collecting data from AC 800M,
because it can act as a Profibus DP master. However, this is not possible with ACS 6000
because it does not support Profibus DP communication directly. Only a DDCS-toProfibus converter is available from ABB, but it is also a slave. Therefore, these would
require a separate master-device to control the communication of the bus.
5.2.2

Software

Online data acquisition consists of a basic software group that includes a data storage
system, a server, and client applications. The server application store the data for later
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use. Client applications are obviously used to examine stored or online data, (iba AG
2006)
The offline data analysis program is called ibaAnalyzer and is dedicated only for
the stored data. The most important feature of ibaAnalyzer are the several data in
spection tools. These tools include, for instance, calculations with a formula editor,
FFT-displays, filters, 3D-analysis, and waterfall diagrams, (iba AG 2006)
The automation software consist only of SoftPLC (a software-based PLC running in
a PC) and specific software tools for reading and writing libraries for iba’s storage files.
These libraries can be used in making your own software that collects information and
then converts the data into iba’s format, (iba AG 2006)

5.3

ACS 6000 communication

ACS 6000’s main communication links are located in its main control board (AMC).
For external connections, it uses dedicated DDCS-protocol (ABB’s own drive commu
nication protocol). The available channels that can be used are channels 0, 3, and 4.
Channel 0 is normally used with an overriding automation system. Channel 3 is used as
a service port for ABB’s own monitoring and debug programs. Channel 4 connects the
controlling PLC. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, this PLC controls the auxiliary
devices. (ABB 2005)
5.3.1 Direct DDCS connections
A direct connection between the drive and iba is most likely the simplest solution
imaginable. Even though ACS 6000’s connections to the outside world are quite limited,
it is a good starting point for examining possibilities.
As mentioned before, different DDCS-channels are dedicated to different uses. Usu
ally in projects, channels 0 and 4 are already in use. Channel 3 is mostly reserved for
ABB’s own diagnostic tools, but it can be used in high speed communication.
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Star topology
In the basic configuration, different drives are connected to the AC 800M (or other
systems) through a branching unit (NDBU-95), which makes it a star topology.
Using the branching unit and a separate master (e.g. AC 800M) could be one possible
solution. IbaDDCSM is connected as one of the slaves (see Figure 5.3). At the time
this thesis is written, ibaDDCSM supports only communication with channel 0, or it
can be used with channel 3 with special arrangements.
AC 800M

Master

NDBU-95

ibaDDCSM
8 x AMCs
Figure 5.3: Star topology of a DDCS communication (ABB 2006c). The branching unit
NDBU-95 has nine slave channels (CHO... CH8).

Ring topology
Changing the communication topology of the drives might solve the problem of available
channels. By changing from a star topology to a ring topology, it is possible to add iba’s
DDCSM to the communication chain. A ring topology is demonstrated by Figure 5.4
on the following page. It must be examined whether both AC 800M and iba’s module
can read the data from the drives. IbaDDCSM’s manual claims that ”it is a synchronous
listener on ABB Drive bus and it is treated by the bus as a standard drive” (iba 2006).
Also with this solution, channel 0 is reserved by ibaDDCSM.
This ring topology might not be usable when AC 800M (or any other controlling
device) is absent. Even if this problem is solved, the weak variable support still limits
information acquisition. If one ibaDDCSM can be connected to the communication
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ibaPDA

AMC

Figure 5.4: Ring topology of a DDCS communication. (ABB 2006c)
ring, is it possible add even more? By adding ibaDDCSM modules, the maximum
capacity of collected variables may be raised. This also requires that DDCSM modules
can be configured to read different values from the same drive. In addition, all other
values must still be available for the other devices such as AC 800M. At the moment
ibaDDCSM variable addresses are hard-coded, which means they are not configurable.
In sum, iba’s supported DDCS connection comes with a rather limited variable set,
but with special arrangements (a ring-topology of the communication network and a
control device for the branching unit) direct data acquisition might be possible. DDCS
communications are tested and evaluated in section 5.6.1.
5.3.2

Profitais through AC 800M

Another simple solution is to collect data using AC 800M between the ACS 6000 and
iba’s system. AC 800M is already connected to ACS 6000 and it is possible to redirect
collected data to iba by using Profibus DP (see Figure 5.5 on the next page).
This solution looks quite simple, but it might not work as it should. Different time
constants and cycle times affect the data synchronization. Proper synchronization and
speed tests are required to see if real time stamp is lost and the update interval is short
enough.
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ACS 6000
CH0/CH4

DDCS

AC 800M

Profibus

Figure 5.5: Data through AC 800M with Profibus.

5.4

AC 800M communication

A number of different connections can be used with AC 800M, but iba supports Profibus
DP so it is a natural choice. Profibus is already used in projects for communication with
process automation systems, so it does not require any additional devices or modules.
Only iba’s Profibus DP interface for software is needed and it is easily configured by
AC 800M which acts as master in the bus. Still, there are two possibilities: use the
existing bus or create a dedicated bus for the data acquisition system.

5.5

Other possibilities

It is also helpful to think about other non-direct possibilities. These do not use direct
connection between our devices and iba, but rather a PC between the different systems.
5.5.1 OPC
OPC is the most interesting alternative for direct ”hardware”-based connections. Iba
also supports OPC, and both ACS 6000 and AC 800M have their own dedicated OPCservers available.
AC 800M and ACS 6000 are directly connected to a PC that collects data with their
own OPC-servers (Figure 5.6 on the following page). Iba is now connected to these
OPC-servers and reads data cyclically from those servers. These dedicated OPC servers
have to be tested carefully.

Especially their speed and performance are measured.
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Synchronization problems might occur as well, if OPC server is not fast enough or iba
does not read data from the server at regular intervals. With OPC, no special fieldbus
devices are needed, only a PC that acts as an OPC server and DDCS communication
card.
ACS 6000
CH3

CH4

DDCS
DDCS

AC 800M
MMS over TCP/IP

DriveOPC

OPC Server
for AC800

Industrial PC
Figure 5.6: Data through OPC servers.

5.5.2

Data conversion

It is also possible to convert data into a format iba understands. Iba has a dynamic link
library (DLL), for writing and reading the iba file format, called ibaFiles. The basic
license can handle a maximum of 512 signals. This exceeds our needs so it is a possible
solution.
Thus, the idea is simple: DriveOPC (OPC server for ACS 6000) collects the desired
data from ACS 6000 and a premade application converts data to iba-format at regular
intervals. Every time a conversion is ready, data is transferred to iba’s data-storing
device using some appropriate protocol (for example TCP/IP).
Another device can also be used in this situation: ABB’s NETA-01. It is an Ethernet
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adapter module for browser-based remote monitoring of ABB drives. The outline of
multiple drives is the same as before: the branching unit connects multiple drives to
this device. Thus, this device can be used to retrieve data from the drives. The data
can then be converted to iba’s format. Communication with NETA-01 can be arranged
with several ways because it supports multiple basic Internet-protocols. (ABB 2006d)

5.6

Tests and results

Presented here are the tests and evaluations of different connection configurations. The
specific components of the test systems are shown in Appendix A.
5.6.1 Direct DDCS connections
Figures 5.7a and 5.7b show the real test configurations that have been used in the study:
a star topology (Figure 5.7a) and a ring topology (Figure 5.7b). In both situations,
AC 800M is the controlling device of the DDCS-link. Data is collected through iba’s
DDCSM-module which is connected to a PC with ibaFOB PCI-card. The actual data
storing program is ibaPDA.
AC 800M
AC 800M
NDBU-95

ibaDDCSM

AMC

AMC

ibaDDCSM

ibaFOB

ibaFOB

ibaPDA PC

ibaPDA PC
(a) Star

AMC

(b) Ring

Figure 5.7: Test configurations of ibaDDCSMs.

AMC
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In the first test, the branching unit is a star point of the bus. It connects all the
devices to one point. It also requires a master device that controls the communication,
AC 800M. There are two ACS 6000’s AMCs connected to slave channels 0 and 1 of the
branching unit. The purpose is to collect data from these cards. The collection module
is ibaDDCSM which is connected to channel 2 of the branching unit.
The second configuration tests whether the ring topology will work with ibaDDCSM.
The principle is almost the same as in the first one, but the DDCS-cables are chained
through every device and no branching unit is needed. Here AC 800M also controls the
communication.
The things that were tested are
1. functionality of the configurations,
2. communication speed possibilities,
3. correctness of the time stamps.
The tests were arranged so that AMC-cards generate 100 /zs ticks (real time clock
counter) and those values were read by ibaPDA. With this method, the synchronization
between ibaPDA and AMC can be tested. Also, the real communication speed of the
configuration was obtained in the tests. The comparison value can be measured with
ABB’s software called DriveDebug.
Star topology
The tests showed that star topology is a workable solution. The data acquisition mod
ule ibaDDCSM intercepts traffic between AC 800M and AMCs. The restriction with
ibaDDCSM is that it must be connected to the drive’s channel 0. This means that
other channels will not work.
The speed and performance tests could not be done with the MV-drives’ communi
cation cards. There were no suitable counters available to be used to perform accurate
speed tests. The idea was to generate a rapidly changing clock counter (100 /zs tick) and
collect these values as fast as possible. This could then have shown the real collecting
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speed of iba. However, some tests made with AC 800M generated a 10 ms signal. The
measurements were arranged so that ABB’s service tool DriveDebug monitored com
munication in the DDCS (using channel 3), and ibaDDCSM was connected in channel
0 of the AMC. Figure 5.8 shows the results. In the figure, continuous blue line is from
DriveDebug and the dashed red line is from ibaPDA. The graph shows that ibaPDA gets
the right values 1... 2 ms later. This test confirms that there is a slight synchronization
problem that is probably caused by the collection module (ibaDDCSM) between the
AMC-card and ibaPDA.

x io4

2.012

- e - ibaPDA
—*— DriveDebug

Я 2.002

1.996-

time [s]

Figure 5.8: The test results in which АС 800M is a master with a 10 ms update interval.
IbaPDA stores data through ibaDDCSM with an update interval of 5 ms.
The speed of АС 800M appears to restrict the update interval to 10 ms. Another solu
tion is to use DriveDebug software as a master device of the branching unit. DriveDebug
can query the variables in a given interval, so that retrieving one variable takes one mil
lisecond. For example, if 10 variables are read, the update interval will be 10 ms. This
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configuration was also tested and proved to work. This allows a faster update interval,
for a small number of variables, than AC 800M can provide. However, it requires a
PC to run DriveDebug software. This is merely proof of working concept than a real
solution.
In contrast, the speed tests were done using the control board of ABB’s low voltage
drive and DriveDebug as an inquirer. The control board’s software was modified so
that an internal RTC-counter could be connected to output channel 0. The RTC’s
value was updated every 1 ms and the output channel’s value every 2 ms. Thus, with
this configuration, a 2 ms performance was measured. Results with only one collected
variable are shown in Figure 5.9. Here it should be noted that ibaDDCSM is able to
collect the transferred data very accurately, and only random differences are present.

20

*
0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06
time [s]

0.07

0.08

ibaPDA
DriveDebug
0.09

Figure 5.9: The test results in which DriveDebug is a master with a 1 ms update
interval. IbaPDA stores data through ibaDDCSM with an update interval of 1 ms.
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Next, it was tested how collecting occurs when more variables are retrieved from
the drive. It is probable that the collecting speed slows down because DriveDebug’s
fastest update interval is 1 ms per variable. Hence, it can be estimated that fetching
8 variables should take about 10 ms.

In this test, 9 variables were retrieved with

DriveDebug. Figure 5.10 shows the results, which are quite confusing. Even though
DriveDebug is set to get one variable per millisecond, the reference counter signal is not
updated as constantly (every 9 ms) and some values are ignored. In addition, ibaPDA’s
stored values differ from DriveDebug’s values quite a bit. This could depend on how
DriveDebug stores the retrieved values.

73 5518

- ö - ibaPDA
* DriveDebug
5.436

5.445

5.454

5.463

5.472

5.481

5.499 5.508
time [s]

5.517

5.526

5.535

5.544

5.553

5.562

5.571

Figure 5.10: The test results in which DriveDebug is a master with a 9 ms update
interval (9 retrieved variables). IbaPDA stores data through ibaDDCSM with an update
interval of 1 ms.
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Ring topology
The ring topology of the DDCS with one ibaDDCSM-module attached to it (Fig
ure 5.7b) turned out to be a non-workable solution.

It is probably a consequence

of the fact that ibaDDCSM says to act like a listener. This device is simply not capable
of transmitting data or doing anything else than listening to data traffic in specific
addresses.
5.6.2 AC 800M and Profitais
Profibus-based data acquisition could not be tested because of unavailable devices, but
some perspectives can still be discussed.
The speed of AC SOOM’s Profibus DP is specified to work at 12 Mbit/s. Therefor,
the only limitation of the transfer speed is the controller’s task cycle time. The lowest
cycle time in AC 800M is 10 ms. Updating the variables is not any faster than that and
Profibus variables are also updated in every cycle. Hence, in theory, a data acquisition
system can get updated variables every 10 ms.
Previous tests with ibaDDCSM have shown that, with a 10 ms cycle time, AC 800M
reserves almost 60% of its resources for only a couple of variables. This is not very
convenient because applications not related to data acquisition must also be running.
If the fastest cycle time is dropped down to 50 ms, the performance of the controller is
enough.
However, with a 50 ms update interval, there is no point in using this controller for
data collection from the drives. The update interval is simply too long. AC 800M
and Profibus might be used to collect other information. As was discussed earlier the
controller controls auxiliary devices and watches various temperatures, pressures and
so on. These values are directly obtained from the sensors and could be collected from
this controller using its Profibus connection. The update interval is sufficient for this
purpose, because normally these values change quite slowly.
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OPC communication

This section covers the tests of OPC-communication between ibaPDA and ABB’s OPC
servers for drives and AC 800M. Figure 5.11 shows a simplified test configuration. The
OPC servers for both ACS 6000 (DriveOPC) and AC 800M are installed on same
computer as ibaPDA. The PC communicates with the AMC-cards through a dedicated
PCI-card (DDCS-card), and AC 800M is connected directly to the PC’s network adapter
with a crossover cable.
ibaPDA PC
DriveOPC
OPC Server for AC 800M
DDCS-card
Ethernet

NDBU-95

AMC

AMC

AC 800M

Figure 5.11: Test configuration of ibaPDA and ABB’s OPC-servers.
The configuration is simple and works like this:
1. DriveOPC communicates directly with the drives through DDCS,
2. OPC Server for AC 800M communicates with AC 800M through MMS over
TCP/IP,
3. ibaPDA collects specified variables from the OPC servers.
These tests were the same as in the previous section where direct DDCS-connection
was tested. The most important things to test are speed, performance, and the accuracy
of the time stamps.
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DriveOPC - OPC Server for ACS 6000
The tests done with this OPC server were the same as with ibaDDCSM. The counter
of the drive s control card was stored with ibaPDA’s OPC client and, for comparison,
the same counter was also stored with ABB’s DriveWindow software. It also retrieves
data from the drive using DriveOPC server. The comparison between DriveWindow
and ibaPDA is shown in Figure 5.12. Because DriveOPC accepts only one client, the
tests were done separately.

Counter values collected with DriveWindow through DriveOPC

0.4

0.405

0.41

time [s]
Counter values collected with ibaPDA through DriveOPC
1.3205

“ 1.3195
c

1.319

о 1.3185 1.318 5.885

time [s]

5.895

Figure 5.12: DriveOPC’s test with DriveMonitor and ibaPDA.
The results indicate that, when collecting one variable, the performance of DriveOPC
is excellent and accurate. Also, ibaPDA client uses this OPC server quite well. Some
gaps can be noticed, but nothing crucial. As a matter of fact, even DriveWindow’s
storing leaves some gaps here and there. However, there is a difference between these
two programs: ibaPDA stores information at regular intervals even if DriveOPC has not
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really got anything new, but DriveWindow waits a moment. In sum, this test showed
that ibaPDA handles the synchronization quite well in this situation1.
OPC Server for AC 800M
The performance of the AC 800M was already measured in earlier tests and its OPC
server is not any different. OPC server’s minimum update rate is 50 ms. Therefore, it
is not suitable for fast data acquisition, but for monitoring events that change slowly it
is a usable solution.
5.6.4 Data conversion
Data conversion was not tested because it would have required software development,
which would have been outside the range of this study. However, it might be a good
alternative because previous tests have shown that there are still some problems with
the available solutions.

5.7

Conclusions

Considering all the possibilities by their functionality and performance, using OPC for
data acquisition seems like the most workable solution. Here are some short conclusions
for every solution introduced and tested.
First, there is ibaDCCSM, which offers a direct DDCS connection to drives. Its only
benefits are a ”direct” connection to a drive and data synchronization. However, it also
has a number of disadvantages such as the fact that it has hard-coded variable addresses
and drive node numbers, it only supports DDCS-channel 0, it requires a branching unit
and a master for it, and it does not work in ring topology. While the ibaDDCSM
offers a direct hardware connection to a drive, it is really a dummy listener (sniffer)
that listens to the traffic of other devices. Furthermore, for the time being, the only
workable master for a branching unit is DriveDebug, if fast data acquisition is to be
1With multiple drives, ABB’s previous tests have shown that ibaPDA adds same time stamps for
every drive in one cycle. However, the real time stamps differ between different drives and DriveOPC
offers these correct stamps, but ibaPDA does not use them.
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used. Therefore, this solution also requires a PC that runs software to retrieve the
data. There is also another problem with using channel 0; in medium voltage drives,
this channel is used to communicate with the automation system through a separate
Profibus-converter. Hence, in most cases, it is already reserved.
Second, when using OPC, the situation is not so restricted. The main advantage of
this solution is the fact that OPC enables a free choice of the variables to be collected.
Every parameter of the control board can be selected whenever the user wants to. It
has also been proved that the performance is good (1 ms per 1 variable) and the time
stamps are created correctly (with multiple drives through a branching unit there is
some inaccuracy). It uses the control board’s service port (channel 3), which suits the
current system almost perfectly. But it is also problematic because connecting ibaPDA
to DriveOPC makes it impossible to connect ABB’s own service and diagnostic tools to
the drive. In addition, when an OPC software layer is used between a data acquisition
system and a drive, it is not a direct connection to the drive. However, the OPC server
is still directly connected to the drive and the OPC client could use the information
that the server offers: correct time stamps and values. In that situation, this kind of
an arrangement is equivalent to direct hardware connection.
Last, it is worthwhile to consider some other possibilities. Data collection from drives
through AC 800M and Profibus is not a good option because the correct time stamps
will be lost and the performance of the PLC won’t be enough. But AC 800M can be
used if some other slowly changing events, for example, temperatures whose sensors
are connected to PLC’s I/O, must be collected. It can be connected to ibaPDA with
Profibus and update interval would be 50 ms, which is enough.
Data conversion is an interesting solution, although it was not tested in this study
because it would require software development. However, it must be researched in the
future if channel 3 is to be used for data acquisition and ABB’s diagnostic tools as well.
These evaluations have been made with ACS 6000 in mind, but in general, these
results are also valid for low voltage drives. One important difference is that in LV-
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drives channel 0 is not used for communicating with the automation system because
they have a built-in Profibus connection. Therefore, channel 0 is free and ibaDDCSM
could be used there.
In sum, the best choice of these alternatives is the OPC-based solution. It is the
most flexible, it uses a service port, and it has decent speed and accuracy. Also, this
solution works almost like plug-and-play and allows you to select the variables you want
to collect from ibaPDA.

Chapter 6

Conclusions
This study has shown that OPC is the best available solution for connecting ABB’s
medium voltage drives to iba’s data acquisition system. The advantages of the OPC
are definitely its flexibility and good performance. It has some inaccuracy in time
stamps, but actually this is not a flaw in the OPC server. The inaccuracy depends on
how ibaPDA handles the time stamping. It adds its own stamps for all the data and is
not able to use the time stamps that the OPC server has created.
In contrast, iba’s DDCS bus monitor was an interesting alternative at first, since
it can be connected directly to the DDCS-bus. It can listen to data, but from hard
coded variables and addresses. Therefore, it is not as flexible as OPC and does not
work well with the company’s current drive design. Further studies and development
are required to make this device fully workable with ABB’s medium voltage drives.
However, it is usable with ABB’s low voltage drives, because they have slightly different
communication capabilities.
The behavior of these systems supports the original prediction that the biggest prob
lem with current technology is with data transferring between different systems. There
are difficulties especially with the correct time stamps and sometimes the transfer speed
is not high enough. The current solutions fits for normal process data acquisition but
the speed is not sufficient for collecting internal fault diagnostic. This needs faster than
1 ms update interval and with DDCS it is not possible due its limits. It is also a problem
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of iba because it does not support smaller update intervals than 1 ms.
Data acquisition was also studied from another perspective. What kind of things
have to be considered when collected data is shared between different participants. As
predicted, the situation is not always simple. The case study showed that questions
about security as well as the uses of the shared data can be expected. It is important
to make an agreement on security beforehand to make the responsibility issues clearer.

6.1

Future prospects

In order to achieve high speed data acquisition from ABB’s medium voltage drives, it
is necessary to develop their communication capabilities. At this point, the only usable
channel is the service port, but it is often used with ABB’s own service and debug
tools. In the future, the need for data acquisition systems will grow. The demands are
certainly more accurate and performance requirements will be higher.
The future will also bring new technology: wireless systems are put in place, open
standards offer more alternatives, fault prediction and proactive maintenance, and com
mon networks (e.g. the Internet) are going to be in a more important role.
Wireless technologies will become more general in industrial automation systems as
they have in consumer electronics. Most likely they will come as individual devices
at first, but eventually they will replace cabled automation systems. Therefore the
security issues are more important because wireless systems have more vulnerabilities
than cabled systems, such as electrical interference. In addition, the real-time demand of
automation and data acquisition systems could be problematic with today’s technology.
Furthermore, a data sharing through the Internet (or other common networks) will
also become more general. The possibility to use common networks makes data sharing
easier, even between distant countries. Nonetheless, it has few obstacles in its way, such
as the security issues, for example, how the connection should be established.
In sum, more advanced solutions in the field of wireless technology and Internet-based
technology are being developed in the future, but fundamental questions about security
are still a crucial matter to consider.
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Appendix A

Components of the test system
Here is a list of the hardware and software that were used in the tests.
PC:
- 3,2 GHz Pentium D processor,
- 1 GB internal memory,
- Windows XP Professional (SP2),
ABB DDCS PCI-card,
- ibaPDA version 6.11.1,
- ibaFOB 4i-S PCI-card.
Other hardware:
- ibaDDCSM,
-

AC 800M (PM861A) + CI858-module,
2 x AMCs with ACS 6000 software,
NDBU-95 (branching unit)
ACS 800’s AMC.
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